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                “Nation to Nation: Treaties between the United States and American Indian Nations” considers U.S.-Indian treaties by examining them as part of the larger narrative of the United States as much as a native story. It would be difficult to conceive of a better treatment of the subject, so charged with contemporary political significance. A powerful narrative voice, conceptually justified choice of objects, elegant design, and well-produced videos and interactive digital interfaces are supplemented by an excellent program of native cultural interpreters. Yet the exhibit is not only a triumph of Native American public history. It is also a superb exhibition about the history of American law, and it offers a model for public legal education. In this achievement “Nation to Nation” underscores how legal history offers a special opportunity for museums to bridge diverse American communities when curators set that history within a sophisticated law-and-society framework.
Following the opening section, “Introduction to Treaties,” the exhibition is divided chronologically into four parts: “Serious Diplomacy,” which examines treaties mainly from the colonial and early republican eras; “Bad Acts, Bad Paper,” which considers the removal period; “Great Nations Keep Their Word,” which highlights successful Native American social and legal activism during the twentieth century; and “The Future of Treaties.” The exhibition's narrative arc begins with mutual regard and the prospect of long-term respect between the United States and native nations, symbolized by the parallel lines of the two-rowed Iroquois wampum belt with which the exhibit starts; continues with the widespread death and dispossession that resulted when the federal government abandoned those high ideals and promises; and finishes with the struggle to force the United States to reclaim its legal and moral integrity by affirming the ideals contained in early accords, enabling sovereign native nations to take their full place within a United States composed of many governments. The story is a familiar one, though the exhibit strikingly ends on a distinct note of hope as visitors exit into the light-filled, open rotunda of the National Museum of the American Indian.
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